MAKE: Cinci - Forte (Bradbury)

YEAR: 1972

SIZE: 72" x 7" x 40,000#

STYLE: pull through with loop drag board tension stand

COIL SIZE: 20" to 24" ID x 72" OD

GAUGE: .018" to .135"

DIRECTION: right to left

SPEED: 300 FPM

ENTRY COIL CAR: above ground – V-type

UNCOILER: expanding mandrel type, drag brake, hold down arm,

PEELER: Hyd. peeler table

SHEAR: down cut crop shear

SLITTER: Two drop in heads, 15 hp feed up drive, 7" diameter arbors

SCRAPE WINDERS: two

TENSION STAND: drag board, air powered

RECOILER: Expanding mandrel type, over arm separator, gripper, 20" ID, 75 hp, push off

TURNSTYLE: Two arm, powered

CONDITION: Good – dismantled & stored, one set of tooling

SUBJECT TO USA MACHINERY CORPORATION TERMS AND CONDITIONS FORM 487